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Dear

Mr. Rogers:

"The Chinese 0ommsts are convertin the universities on the mainland
int political centers and trade schools." That is how an American-educated
Chinese college professor (I will call him Professor Wan, who worked under
the Ooz.umAnists in both East and South China and only recently escaped to
Hong Kong as a refugee, sums up the Chinese Communists’ present policy toward
higher education. His statement is suppo-ted by official pronouncements and
reports on current developments contained in Chinese Communist publications.
Dring the past half century, prior to the Chinese Communists’ rise to
power, modern education in China developed under the strong influence of Wester ideals of liberal education and.academic freedom. This iluence, combined
with the well-established Chinese-respect for scholars, produced, in le
modern universities of 0hina, centers of intellectual ferment which played a
on
leading role in the Chinese revolution. But the revolution is now
the universities-and is attempting to destroy them as centers of independent
thought. The universities are gradually being converted into indoctrination
school d technical traini, institutes for the ureaucracy of the new
regime.
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For two and a half years after the Chinese 0omsts "liberated" the
country, they moved rather cautiously and slowly in their relations with most
universities and intellectuals. Then, last Fall, they tool: off their glbves.
and started a all-out campaign of "ideological reform" ich has subsequently
developed into a mar-sided attack upon intellectual freedom and integrity in
0hina’s academic institutions. Daring recent months, for the first time,
educators of outstanding ational reputation, who at one time publicly supported the 0mmAnist regime ad tried to adapt themselves to it, have been made
scapegoats in this attack upon the intellectuals. The professors at Yenching
University, in Pekin, have been a major target of attack.

Yenching, formerly a private Americanrsupported institution and one of
the leadir universities in China, is not entirely typical of 0hina’s universities. Drin& the first stages of Communist control it was treatedmore
leniently than the average Govermment university,: and recently, since the
beginning of more streAous efforts to root out wt the 0ommuists call
aAmerican cultural aggression it has been treated more harshly. Bt the
process is essentially the sam in all universities, despite variations in
timinE and methods.
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The Chinese 0ommmmists’ People’s Liberation Arm entered the campus of
Yenohing in December, 19AB,_and received an enthusiastic welcome. The prevailing atmosphere was one of hope and optimism. I remember a conversation I

had on the Yenching campus about six months later with the president of the
university, Dr. hA Ghih-wei. He said, in effect, "I sincerely believe the
Coasts will allow universities such as Yenching to tontine, and we are oing
to try to adapt ourselves to the new reEime, as long as we can maintain our basic
standards and principles." For almost two years thereafter Yenching continued
operating without basic change. Then, in April, 19I, the Goveent abruptly
’took over’ the university and made it a state instition; other private institutions, particularly those which had received foreign financial assistance,
suffered the same fate subsequently. Another year went by and then, in Norther,
1991, the Government adopted a ’Plan for the Reor&anization of All Technical
Collees throughout the Nation’ which transferred Yenching’s Engineering Department to Tsinghua University and its 0olleges of Arts, Science, and Law to Peking
National University. The Plan included a sentence which stated, simply: ’The name
of Yenching University shall be abolished." This step was taken after initiation
of the intensive "ideol0Eical reform" movement in Peking. The firl blow, however,
came late this Spring when President Lu Ohih-wei and several outstand/nE Yenching
professors were publicly denounced and removed from their posts. Lu, according to
one of the most recent travellers from Pekir, is believed to be under arrest.

Recently I asked Professor Wang what he believed the eff.ect of these harsh
measures aainst h and his collea&ues would be upon intellectuals elsewhere in
Ohlna- specifically upon the professors whom he ows and talked with only a
few months ago. Tremendous’, he said. "Yes, tremendous. Lu and the others are
universally respected in. Ohina. They are representatives of what I would call the
cream of Ghina’s intellectuals. u, particularly, has been admired for his
character as well as for his scholarship. If people of Lu’s stature can be
denounced and discarded, no one is safe; I imagine my friends are thinkinE that
this is only the beginning."

Full reports of developments in Yenching have never been published in the
official Ohinese Oonist press, but copies of a colleEe publication called ’New
Yenching a have reached Hong Kong, and $/is publication contains manyof the details.
The climax of the attack on President Lu Chih-wei came when he was denounced
by his only daughter in a bitter tirade made at a public accusation meeting last
Z;rch Ii. The daushter, Lu Yao-hua, postEraduate student in Yenchin’s Biology
Department and a candidate for membership in the Onists’ New Democratic Youth
Oorps, was at one time known to be exceptionally fond of her father, according
to friends now in Hong Kong, but she lashed out at her father in a merciless
attack. You are a one hundred per cent claw of imperialism and a tool faithful
American imperialism in its cultural agression’;ou have been a hypocite and
I ha,e been cheated by you"; =you are no loner my respectable father a; =you are
actually a ’Uhritian with no political sypaf/y for the Oomnurlst Party’’; "no
Chinese will ever pardon you". She excused herself for not havin denounced him
earlier by blaming it on "the parental love between a father and a dauohter", but
she went on to say: #Even.if is love is true, it is definitely insignificant
compared with /e love amon.g the broad masses, not to mention e fact that your
love is not love but deceiS. y must I be deceived by you and revolt against, the
people? I want to be ith the broad asses and struggle hard for the sake of
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Communism.
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Drin he course of the so-called "Thre Anti" campaign which was in progress
when he was denotmced, Lu Uhih-wei himself made h.ble confessions that he had
been "one hundred percent pro-American, willin to carry out American cultural
a.gression", had "passively attacked the cultural-educational policy of the

Chinese 0 ommunist Party’, and had "sought to keep the old traditions of
Yenching’. "I confess my crimes’, he said; but apparently his confessions were
sufficient. He was repeatedly denounced and "exposed for o.rHanizin a
"reactionary clique m in Yenchin and connlving with the enem for monopolizing
the school affairs and for continin to carry out his policy of :Itral
agression". The "Lu clique all of whom were also denounced, included fur of
the key figares in he university: Nieh Oh’ung-ch’ i, Dean of Studies; Ch’i Ssuho, Head of the Department of History and Dean of the ollege Of Arts before its
dissolution;h’ en Fang-chih, Head of the Department of Politica!l Science;;and
Shen Nai-char,.Head of the Department of Psychology.
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In addition to Lu, two Other Yenc professors with nation-wide reputations
were denounced and rmnoved from their postS;;there are unconfirmed reports that
they as well as Lu are under detention. One was Chang Tung-sun, an outstanding
philosopher who for mar years was a leader of the Democratic League, principal
pr-0ommmaist aminor party" in Peking’s present "coalition The other was Ohao
z-ch’en, Head ef Yenchin’s School of Religion, who has been a vociferous
fellowtraveller .and public_defender of the Commuist regime as well as one of the
leaders of the 0omrmuist-sponsored independent Chinese Christian Ghurch. At the
was a member of the Oentral People’s Governtime of their denciation,
top
executive-leis$tive body in China, and both Lu and Ghao were
ment Council,
members of the People’s Political Consultative Conference, precursor of a
People’ s Congress.

.
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Although in some respects Yenching is a special case, the drastic measures
applied there are merel an extreme form of the pressure hich is being applied
to all universities in the intensive "ideological reform" process. This process
began in Peking, where it has alread passed its peak, but it is now elng
extended to other parts of the country, ad in Ewangtang, the province bordering Hong Kong, it-has just "begu in earnest" in most universities.
Like so maF of theacampaignsmwhich have taken place in mmnist Ohina
in rapid succession daring the past three years, the "ideological reform" campaign started with relatively little fanfare and then, over a perAod of months,
built up into a frantic, violent, and almost hysterical"stle # (A recent
from the mainland has described some of the meetings held during the
course of the campaign in Pekin, and they sound very roach llke "holy roller"
orgies.) The stated aim of the campaign when it started was to carry
general aldeological reform" throah a ’study movement" and "criticism and selfcriticism". It was initiated in Peking, foremost center of higher education in
China, by a nineteen-member, Government-appointed "Study Committee of Teachers of
Institutes of Higher Edacation in Peking and Tientsin headed by the 0entral
Hsu-lun. Under.this over-all committee,
Government’s lnister of Education,
sub-committees were established in each of he twenty-odd institutions participating, and the professors were grouped into small discussion groups Wih
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approximately ten members each.
The campaign really started rolling on September 29, 19i, when Premier
hou En-lai himself addressed a mass meeting of over 5,000 prefessors,assistauts
and instructors in Peking, t define a correct "standpoint’ and "attitude’ for
them. The professors were then put to work reading Oost literature, including 0hou’s report, holding discussion meetings, and carrying out thorough
criticism and self-criticism. A special journal, named "Teachers’ Study", was
brought out by the directing committee to gide the campaign, and the committee
despatched reporting officers, coordinators,and liaison men to all the universities to check up on the process. Altoether over 6,00 professors and

other university teachin personnel in Pekin took part. They spent
each week in required reading, discussion, nd meetings.

ma hours

Five staes in the campaign were outline. The first consisted of study of
Ohou En-lai’s report. e second centered upon a report by local Peking Oommunist
Party ohief P er Ohen, on three previous mjor movements" (agrarian reform,
Resist-America.and Aid-Korea, and the suppression of counter-revolutionaries) and
was intended to ’expose reactionary thouhts" and "draw a clear line of demarcation
between ourselves an our enemies". This was followed by a period of study on
the Ohinese OOumsAnist Party an its history; the aim was to establish the coroect
Istandpoint, viewpoint, and method of the working class" and to criticiseathe
mistaken thouts of the bourgeois class and the petty bourgeoisie". Subsequently,
the professors studied a report on national economic development stressin the
need for trainin cadres in order tO "establish the ideology of education
servinE the needs of national defense.and economic construction# Finally, they
went throug a summing up period.

The essence of this process was the criticism and self-criticism, which
are among the Go--sis most effective techniques of thouEht control and indoctrination, and during the latter part of 19i the Ohinese press was filled
cases, humiliatin
with he humble (and one cannot help but believe, in
confessions of the bes-known Peking professors. These men, who have been the
inellectual leaders of Ohin in the past, vied with each other in public
expressions of intellectual submission to the OomAnist Party and repudiation
such as that mde by the Dean of the Oollee of Law of Pekir
of past beliefs
University who abjectly apologized for the ’!serious mistake of holding on to my
own vews

.

The professors admitted, and resolved to rid themselves, of such a plethora
of sins that it is difficult even to list them all. Individualism, reformism,
dogmatism, sectarianism, opportunism, feudal thoughts, compradorism,
a pro-Amerlca, worship-America, fear-America" mentality, reactiorry capitalist
thQuts, bourgeois and ptty bourgeois ideoloEy, liberalism, a non-political
standpoint, he "mistaken pedaoEical philosophy of ’freedom of thouEht’ and
and others.
freedom of study’

obeotivism,

,

The Vice-Minister of Education, Oh’ion Ohun-jui, summed up the aim of the
campaign by sta%ing "In the course of this study movement, we should adopt the
Marxist standpoint, approach, and method, fall back upon revolutionary patriotis,, internationalism, and collectivism, and follow the workin class’ basic
viewpoint of union of theory and practice, to eliminate with determination
he....influences of he Ang. lo-American reactionary capitalist class and overcome he erroneous trends of individualism, objectivism, sectarianism, and

Actually, ;the use of these complicated labels and "is,s" merely obscures
the Government’s basic objectives to obtain complete acceptance of the Oo-Anist
Party’s collective will, to suppress intellectual independence and freedom, an to
force+the professors into the accepte ideological mould. From their statements,
Ohinese Oommunist leaders appear to believe not only that this is necessary and
desirable per se but also that it is dialectically necessary to facilitate implementation of their mew educational polloies which emphasize technical and
political training and contemplate changing "ol-fasioned universities into
new people’s universities."

On October I, 19I, afte r the
reform" campaign had started,
the Government Administration Council (GAO) ,.hihest administrative organ in the
Peki Government, promulEated a decree entitled "Decision on e Reformation

"id?oloical

The new educational system outlined by this Decision
places primary emphasis upol evelopment of elementary education, education
of political workers and cadres, and technical education.-(I will have more to
say on the educational system, including specific developments in the carriculum
and orsaization of hiher education in later newsletter At the university
level, technical education is particularly emphasized, and it is clear that the
Chinese OonmaAuists reect theaccepted mold-fashioned’ idea of universities as
Yin-ch’u, ..President of
centers for independent scholarship and thought.
Peking National University which is traditionally the leading university in
Ohina, stated in a speech shortly after promIgatio.. of the GAO decree: aThe
aim of hi@her educational institutions is to train advanced technical personnel
and principal cadres for national construction", and Mnistry of Education
officials have asserted that in the next five to six years institutions of
higher learnin in Ghina should train !50,O00 to 200,000 "senior construction
cadres" for industrial, agricultural, conmmtuications, transport, medical, and
similar technical work (and that middle schi level technical institutions
should train 500,000 ’junior cadres’ in the same period). This is the prim,ry
job that the universities are now beir converted to do.
of the Eucational System #

It is not surprisinE that mamy Ohinese professors, brought up on the
traditions of liberal edu.cation, resent bot the ideological ought control
which demands hat they gradually turn emselves into rxiste" and the
trend toward mass produc@ion of umiversity graduates with a mi of knowledge and skill in some specialized technical field. The Conmmusts themselves
now admit passive opposition to their educational reorganization- Professor
ar says that in the two universities where he taught the opposition to
current educational trends is widespread and deep amon professors but that it
cannot be anything more than passive due to the police controls which extend
to he universities as to all other or&anlzations under Ohinese Oommumist rle
and this is undoubtedly one explanation for the fact that he aideological
reform’ campaign in Peking, which was originally slated to last for only four
months, did not conclude on schedule ut merged into a new and even more
interns i v e campaign.
in Peking merged with the ’Three Anti a
movement. Since then all normal university classes and activities have been viually
suspended, and the professors, with the ’assistance" of their students and
universi employees, have been caught up in a full time process of denunciation
and confession which seems designed to wipe out the last traces of independence
and intellectual integrity which may have remained after the first stage of

In early 195 "ideological reform"

"ideological refom".
The "Three Anti" movement was not primarily ideological. It originated
August, 1951, in Northeast China, as part of a local Increase Production sd
Economy drive. Then, in December, it developed into a national campaign to rid
the Government and Party.of corruption, waste, and bureaucratism and to combat
the. "corrosive a influence of the bourgeoisie which was alleged to be e main
cause of theseevils. In Jry of this year its scope expanded again, and it
concentrated its fire on the bourgeoisie
especially commercial interests
in

in a companion "Five Anti" .campaign against bribery, tax evasion, stealing of
State property, cheating on labor, time, and materials, and stealing State
economic intelligence. These two campaigns have undoubtedly concerned
people and have had more far reaching effects than any other Chinese Communist
campaigns centered on urban areas todate.(l will attempt to assess the economic
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effects of the campaigns in a later newsletter.)It was natural and logical
that the Communists would apply this attack on the bourgeoisie to boueois
thought in e universities, and in early 19I "ideological reform" in the
Anti"sloEans.
Pekin universities contiraxed with renewed vior under the
As in the case of the oriinal ideolo.ical campaign it did.not begin elsewhere
until somewhat later, and it is still in full swin in universities in
parts of the country.
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The aThree Anti" campai.n in Peking’s universities was led by the
Oultural-Eucational Sub-Committee of the Economy Check-Up 0ommittee established
to supervise the over-all movement, and Economy Check-Up Sub-Committees were

"rave

established in all the universities. The campaiEn was described as a
and acute class strule i aainst the "boureis mentality,a, and in actual fact
it developed into a complicated real strle involvin conflicts between
various roups of professors, between professors and junior teachir personnel
such as" instructors and assistants, and between the teahin staff nd students.
It is standard Oommunist practice to intensify roup conflicts of this sor to
achieve their ends, and it had already been done in the universities but never
to a comparable extent. The official Oommunist papers described the role of the
students in the campaign, with what, to a ,istant observer, seems to be rim
organized themselves into roups to
humor. ’The students reported one paper
interview the teachers, mobilize them, hold heart-to-heart talks with them,
help them do away with their doubts, and sincerely assist them in their
ideological reform."

The campaign reached its climax in the bitter denunciation meetings
such as the meeti where Lu and his Colleaues were
of backward elements
enouced- and by the. time it was over, accordin to recent arrivals from Pekin,
almost everyone in tze universities from presidents to ga.te-keepers had publicly

humbled themselves or been humbled before the power of the Commanist regime.
LAring the campaiEn token attention was Eiven at the beinnin to the
anti-corruption, anti-waste, and anti-bureaucratism sloEans under which the
strugsle was bein aged, and exhibitions of the"vaste wate"in the universities were held"Even the Earbage in the institutes of hiher education is
found to be full of the blood and sweat of the people."), but the central idea
was the "demarcation of the ideological line between the bourgeoisie and te
workir class", between "foe and friend The "evidence of bourgeois mentality"
used to atta ck the professors included everythin at the Oommunists have
objected to in the professors’ attithdes, and consequently the list varied in
different urversities. In one, for example, it included : obstruction to the
organization of universities of a new type" reluctance to ive up "Americ
s .tandards", rati.n research above teaching, unwillinness to sacrifice academic
standardsfor the benefit of students active in political work, eneral
indifference to politics, "individualism", and so on. The president of another
uriversity complained that the professors: "turn up their noses at e laborin
masses", ."think themselves above class distinctions and politics", "think that....
they represent labor", "hold that teclunique has nothin to do with politics",
the practical requirements of the new country’s
"paF little attention
industrial and agricultural construction" , ’are still incapable of fostering a
hatred for America", "clin to old methods o’ive no encouragement to the
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students’ political study", an show irresponsibility, deparmentliom, and

a

tedency- obsess old school ties. so re merely eples; e a was
obviously to atck all evidence of non-cooty with e ideolo d
policies ofe new
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Sincerel yours,
A. Xak Barnett
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